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CLANGOUR OF “BATTLE”
 

Paolo Uccello’s celebrated painting emerges from restoration with heightened forcefulness and 
serves as the true apotheosis of Renaissance perspectival vision, as the fitting conclusion to the 

“Bagliori Dorati” exhibit
 

The high point and, at least symbolically, the concluding work of the “Bagliori dorati” exhibit is the 
restored  Battle of  San  Romano that  Paolo  Uccello  painted  ca.  1440.  In  this  painting  the 
painstakingly drafted and “flash-frozen” vision in  perspective brings  together  and organizes  the 
chaos,  the deafening clamor,  the crush and metallic  clashing of the chivalric  dream at its  most 
extreme.
The masterful restoration confirmed the vicissitudes experienced by the panel, which Lorenzo the 
Magnificent obtained (along with the two others) after putting heavy pressure on its owners, the 
Bartolini Salimbeni; he then put all three on display in his room in the Palazzo Medici, adapting 
their shape  with cuts and additions.
Two armies gleaming in silver and gold; their massive mounts; sweet landscapes barely disturbed by 
the  soldiers’ passage;  chain  mail  and  horses’ manes:  nothing  escapes  the  painter’s  eye  in  this 
perspective Renaissance vision.   
 
An abridgement of the article “Clamore di “Battaglia”” by Cristina Acidini – Il Giornale degli  
Uffizi no. 54, August 2012.
 

                                                                                                             

                                                                                                            

 



 

The Battle of San Romano by Paolo Uccello after restoration 
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THE SHELL-STUDDED FIRMAMENT

 
Work ends on the Tribuna of the Uffizi Gallery, designed by Buontalenti for Francesco I. The Grand 
Duke’s dream is the focus of an “epoch-making” restoration project. 6,000 shell valves inlaid in the 

vermilion dome.  

The octagonal hall once again shines as a chamber of wonders.

 

Quite  similarly  to  other  much-abused  terms  today,  “epoch-making”  has  become  such  a 
commonplace expression in everyday language as to lose its specific meaning of qualifying a truly 
extraordinary event. In no way exaggerated is it however to define the just-completed restoration of 
the Tribuna of the Uffizi Gallery, a work carried out with the generous contribution from the Friends 
of Florence. The last previous restoration of the octagonal hall designed by Bernardo Buontalenti 
had taken place in 1970.    

Today, the almost 6,000 mother-of-pearl seashells lining the domed ceiling gleam out once again in 
the vermilion-lacquered plaster, like a starry sky;   and the golden sensuous caryatids flanking the 
windows are set off by the rich azure-blue of the drum. 

The crimson velvet  on the  walls,  re-woven using  ancient  techniques,  exalts  the  gilded  picture-
frames that add splendour to this chamber of wonders. The Roman marble statues have regained 
their ivory hue or porcelain tone. The dream-come-true of a passionate prince can be viewed from 
its three arched entrances and delights us afresh with its reacquired magnificence.

 

An abridgement of the article “Il cielo di conchiglie” by Antonio Natali – Il Giornale degli Uffizi  
no. 54, August 2012.
 



 

The Tribuna after restoration
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     WAR HORSES
 

The soldiers’ chargers in the Battle of San Romano seem to belong to the Berber breed, massive yet 
agile animals, able to bear up under heavy suits of armor yet capable of maneuvering quite rapidly. 

Highly prized, and therefore often offered as prestigious gifts, these horses appear in many 
masterpieces of art history.

 

Although critics of Paolo Uccello’s work are in agreement in identifying his battle horses with a  
possibly Norman breed or with one of Nordic extraction, they are mistaken. The horses in the Battle  
of San Romano are indeed massively-built mounts, but their limbs are slender and tapering for all 
their  strength;  these  are  horses  sublimely able  to  carry the  weight  of  fully-armed and armored 
knights and at the same time fully capable of maneuvering with agility in the fray. Throughout the 
15th century and beyond,  in  fact,  the  breed  of  horse pictured in  Italian figurative art  seems to 
correspond substantially with a single breed, the Berber or Barber, since these horses were deemed 
to originate in Barbary, the contemporary name for a section of North Africa. These horses won 
quick appreciation and wide diffusion in Europe, and were used as gifts and commercial exchanges. 
Ambrogio Lorenzetti painted them into his Good Government fresco in Siena’s Palazzo Comunale, 
as did Leonardo da Vinci in his  Battle of Anghiari, and other contemporary painters did likewise. 
Regarding the improbable color of the horses’ coats, rather than corresponding to reality, the hue 
seems to have been dictated instead by the chromatic preferences that we find in other works by 
Paolo Uccello.       

 

An abridgement of the article “Cavalli da guerra” by Marco Masseti -  Il Giornale degli Uffizi no.  
54, August  2012.
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THE GRAND DUKE’S “CAVE”
 

The  Tribuna  is  a  most  extraordinary monument,  which  its  commissioning  patron,  Grand Duke 
Francesco  I  de’ Medici,  at  times  called  his  “cave.”  This  name  reflects  a  blend  of  grotto  and  
Wunderkammer that was typical of the Renaissance, revealing Francesco’s real purpose.  In fact, a 
reading of the decorative elements of the Tribune suggested by the idea of a grotto, in particular a 
marine cavern, shows that all of its bizarre and inventive motifs (such as the masses of shells on the 
dome, and the windows framed by tritons and sea monsters)  concur to compose a visually and 
conceptually coherent image. 

The term “cave” reveals how the Boboli Grotta and the Tribuna, built almost contemporaneously, 
could  have  meant  for  Francesco  almost  twin  expressions  of  his  love  for  artificial  caverns, 
marvellously elaborated in all its forms in the Park of Pratolino.  

The Grotta Grande at Boboli also had its own epithet, being referred to as the “grotto of the garden” 
or the “grotto of the garden next to the corridor,” thus underscoring its location at the terminus of 
the suspended walkway that led to the ducal palace. The Tribuna is a grotto paradoxically inserted 
into the second floor of a building, while the Grotta Grande is, as expected, located in a garden, but 
together they mark the start and end of the airy itinerary that leads from Palazzo Vecchio to Palazzo 
Pitti.

 

An abridgement of the article “La “spelonca” del Granduca” by Giovanna Giusti – Il Giornale  
degli Uffizi no. 54, August 2012.
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                           HELLENISTIC STATUARY AND THE “MODERN STYLE”
 

Inaugurated in June the first rooms dedicated to the Florentine painters of the early Cinquecento 

and to Raffaello.  Introducing the works by Andrea del Sarto, Rosso Fiorentino, Pontormo, and 
Bronzino are statues in the Hellenistic style, whose discovery, according to Vasari, sparked the renewed 

figurative expression by these artists.

 

The western hall of the Uffizi witnessed the opening, in June, of the first rooms dedicated to the 
Cinquecento, focusing on the Florentine pictorial art of the early 16th century and to Raffaello. 

Vasari’s  Lives recount that the impulse that sparked the new figurative expression adopted by the 
masters of the  maniera moderna, or modern style, was the discovery of statues in the Hellenistic 
style: the Laocoön, the Farnese Hercules, the Belvedere Torso, the Venus, the Belvedere Apollo, and 
many others. It was therefore proposed that since the new rooms were to house the works of Andrea 
del Sarto (nonpareil master of the ‘maniera moderna’ in Florence), Rosso Fiorentino, Pontormo, 
Bronzino, and Raffaello, it would be functional – as well as suggestive - to flank the sides of the 
area preceding these artists with some of the marbles characteristic of Hellenistic statuary.  

The color selected to conjure up a journey through the Cinquecento was crimson red, a hue that was 
a favorite of the Medici. 

 

An abridgement of the article “I marmi ellenistici e la “maniera moderna” by Antonio Natali  – Il  
Giornale degli Uffizi no. 54, August 2012.

 

                                                           



  

One of the new rooms dedicated to the Cinquecento.  
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                   “VILLAGES, SHEPHERDS, AND WANDERERS…”
 

Ancient marbles and paintings from the Uffizi Gallery on exhibit in Santo Stefano di Sessanio, 
once the possession of the Medici Grand Duchy. Following last year’s show, “Condivisione di 

Affetti” the new exhibit aims to further support an area hard hit by the earthquake.
 

The cultural relations established in recent years between the Uffizi Gallery and the village of Santo 
Stefano di Sessanio have made possible a new exhibit. That area of the Abruzzo was once closely 
connected  with  Florence:  as  far  back  as  1579,  in  fact,  Francesco  de’ Medici,  Grand  Duke  of 
Tuscany, acquired properties that remained in the family until 1743. The preceding exhibit, entitled 
“Sharing of Affection.  Works of Art from the Uffizi Gallery to Santo Stefano di Sessanio”, had 
primarily meant to alleviate the sufferings of a town struck by the 2009 earthquake, trying to lighten 
up the area by temporarily sending to the Abruzzo some of the paintings and marbles that brighten  
the museum  That project was made possible also thanks to a generous contribution by the Amici 
degli  Uffizi,  which,  animated by the same sentiments of solidarity,  had provided support to the 
Uffizi following the 1993 bombing by the Mafia, which damaged numerous artworks. 

The present exhibit will consist of three separate areas, each illustrating important aspects of rural 
life: the landscape, the crafts related to life in the mountain and farm labour. Alongside the canvases, 
valuable Roman statuary will be displayed. The exhibit features lesser-known works by important 
artists, as well as works by masters perhaps less renowned but no less poetic, and hopefully all  
enjoying the same level of success as last year’s “Sharing of Affection.”

 

An abridgement of the article “Paesi, pastori e viandanti...” by Marta Onali – Il Giornale degli  
Uffizi no. 54, August 2012.

        



 

Opening of the exhibition, with Uffizi Gallery Director Prof. Antonio Natali and Friends of the Uffizi Gallery  Vice 
President Dr. Emanuele Guerra 

 



  

 

Different ambience of the exhibition rooms 
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ICONS OF HARMONY
 

Stringed instruments are the common thread of an exhibit at the Uffizi Department of Prints 
and Drawings. These graphic works document the history and musical practices of the 

Renaissance.
 

This  exhibit  is  dedicated  to  the  images  of  a  musical  object,  the  stringed  instrument.  Like  all 
instruments, it requires the action of the human hand to carry out its function. Only in this way can 
the string’s sound be brought into existence, which, invisible and incorporeal, pervades space, filling 
it with harmonies. But by itself the hand can do little: all depends on the musician behind the hand. 
Orpheus, Apollo, Arion, and David have gone down in history (whether from myth or from the Old 
Testament) for their amazing ability to play a stringed instrument. This exhibit draws on drawings 
and prints, mainly from the 15th and 16th centuries, from the Uffizi’s Department of Prints and 
Drawings, along with a small selection of works from the Biblioteca Marucelliana and from the 
Museo Nazionale del Bargello. In addition to serving as icons of harmony, the pictured instruments 
are precious witnesses in the history of music, since they provide information on their construction 
and on music practices of the period.  Conceptually continuing the exhibit  “Mostra di strumenti 
musicali nei disegni degli Uffizi (Musical Instruments in Drawings in the Uffizi),” which in 1992 
introduced this  genre of  exhibit  in Italy,  the present  show simply strengthens  the already close 
collaboration  between  the  Kunsthistorisches  Institut  in  Florenz-Max-Planck-Institut  and  the 
Department of Prints and Drawings of the Uffizi.  

 

An abridgement of the article “Icone d’armonia” by Susanne Pollack – Il Giornale degli Uffizi no.  
54, August 2012.



 
Workshop of  Giovanni Battista Cima, “Orpheus enchants the animals with his music”

                                                                               Early  XVI century.  
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UFFIZI LIFE

  Schawartze’s blue smock
 

Therese Schwartze’s powerful, innovative self-portrait, whose yellow lace bow and artist’s palette 
have always impressed, has now yielded, during the recent restoration, a forceful blue that imbues 
her work smock, which had always been hidden under the oxidised varnishes covering the surface. 
The colour, which the Dutch artist chose in 1888 for the personal touch that gave such expressive 
force to her own image, has now been rendered even more radiant and at  the same time more 
balanced.   

  
Therese Schwartze, “Self-portrait”, 1988, oil on canvas 




